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About This Content

This DLC includes the content from the Deluxe Edition of Karmaflow The Rock
Opera Videogame.

The Deluxe Edition includes the following:

(available now)
Karmaflow: The Rock Opera Videogame - Act I
Karmaflow: The Rock Opera Videogame - Act II
Karmaflow: Concept Art (five hi-res PDF files)

(available at the end of May 2015)
Karmaflow: The Original Soundtrack - Extended Edition (including bonus tracks)

Karmaflow: The Making of (including footage from Karmaflow in Concert: The Rock Opera)
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I think its awesome after so many years they still add stuff to the game, new civs provides more to try out when the oldies get
borring.

Voice acting in campaigns really brings the story to life and gets you interrested in the story and commited to it. AoE2
campaigns is one of the reasons why I became very interrested in history and especially the medieval ages.

Now for cons there's the occasional bugs you might notice but yeah.. I don't notice it though too much besides villages randomly
stop working which can be pretty annoying. Then there's the lag in multiplayer, but, when you play with people from all over the
world I suppose you should't except to much, although i'd find it handy to somehow see where the host is located (in lobby?)
and/or the players, but I've gotten used to it the lag more or less. Just takes abit of effort to get a game with little lag if that's a
problem to one self.. It's not flying... it's falling with style! 9\/10!. Can play this on my potato and still runs fine.. I don't like it
that much, it's too unforgivable! PAKO 2 looks so much better. I'm about to buy it now.

Edit: Pako2 is indeed a much much better game!. I love the changes and additions since Train Valley. It makes it even more
puzzle-y.
It's early access, but feels like a fully finished game!. Can't play in windowed mode, and while in fullscreen I only got the 3\/4
top screen, So I'm missing 1\/4 of the bottom screen and the 1\/4 of the rightmost screen..
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Help me.. my life turned into being a box. Just like this first chapter this is another good solitaire game!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzyX24NYvac. Some people might have some trouble with the game's difficulty , but since
it's supposed to mimic old school games, this is to be expected - I'd even say that it's a requirement for a "retro" game to be a
little on the hard side ;)
If you stick with it though it's really worth the effort: the game really comes into its own after the first couple of levels which
are actually some of the hardest! Even so the game's surreal sense of humour is worth playing for in itself, and the pacing is
good for the mid- to late-game with some really interesting encounters to deal with as new elements are introduced.

Well worth giving a try :). Nice intro :). Keeping animals in zoos for humans to gawk at is hopefully something we'll be seeing in
the rear-view mirror during the 21st century. This game also sucks. The controls are counter-intuitive and the navigation leaves
much to be desired. Been watching my friend play it a bit, was not impressed. Got it in a bundle, much less impressed with my
hands-on experience. FWIW it seems like most simulator games are pretty garbage-y these days, so this is just another piece of
crap on the heap.. The game is currently under development, so a review will come at a later date. With that said, here are my
first impressions and a quick preview of the game and what it has to offer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzIZRGOSSxQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmMEN2ZRiRU. Anoxemia has a wonderful sense of tension and a dark atmosphere with
an interesting enough plot highlighting Dr Bailey's isolation and possible decent into madness, but it begins to lose its charm as
you progress.
The lack of checkpoints can make repeating the areas very tedious if you die from any of the hazards or from your supplies
running out, but the short levels do make up for this.
There is some incentive to exploration and it does provide you with some helpful upgrades, but your main objectives rarely
differ from collecting a number of items or reaching a specific location.
There is enough to keep players entertained for a few hours, but the repetition and lack of variety in objectives holds back what
could have been a far more exciting game.
Try it!
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